Abstract

ForTube is a DeFi platform developed based on the DeFi technology component of The Force Protocol. It is committed to providing decentralized lending services for cryptocurrency enthusiasts around the world, supporting most of the world’s popular assets. ForTube allows users to deposit, withdraw, borrow and repay anytime globally.
1. Introduction to ForTube

ForTube is a decentralized cryptocurrency lending platform developed by The Force Protocol. The protocol improves the capital efficiency of the crypto market through algorithms, and allows users to deposit, withdraw, borrow and repay anytime globally. The protocol is currently governed by the ForTube DAO.

ForTube is developed based on The Force Protocol. The Force Protocol is a decentralized finance service protocol built on blockchain systems comprised of a set of DeFi technical components and tokenized protocols.

1.1 DeFi Technical Components

In response to the challenges in Ethereum DApp development like difficulty in contract upgrade, fixed data structure, slow on-chain interaction, poor user experience, lack of necessary infrastructure, and security issues, The Force Protocol proposes three DeFi technical components: Fundamental component, Extended component, and Financial component. The ultimate goal is to realize an internet product level of development and upgrading pace as well as user experience among Ethereum finance DApps while maintaining their security.

- Fundamental component: Assets Protected Elastic Contracts (APEC).
- Extended component: Blockchain Enquiring, Auditing & Messaging System (BEAMS).
- Financial component: Global Emergency Lockdown (GEL); Cooperative Automatic Lockdown Mechanism (CALM); Multisig Admin Keys (MAK).

1.2 Tokenized Protocols

Based on DeFi technical components, the bond financing protocol, crypto lending protocol, and decentralized stablecoin protocol can be further developed.

- Bond financing protocol: crypto-asset lending service with fixed term and interest rate.
- Crypto lending protocol: token deposit and loaning services of current and variable interest rate driven by algorithms.
- Decentralized stablecoin: cryptoassets reserve-type decentralized stablecoin protocol.

2. DeFi Technical Components of ForTube

2.1 Fundamental Component - APEC

APEC (Assets Protected Elastic Contracts) in Solidity is the major fundamental component in DeFi protocols of ForTube.
2.1.1 Design Concept

As the core on-chain structure, APEC is written in Solidity and ensures decentralization and asset ownership while making adjustment and improvement in contract development.

The core concept of APEC lies in asset security and component elasticity. It has three characteristics:

- Assets Protected
- Logic Upgradable
- Data Extensible

2.1.2 Structure Diagram

2.1.3 Technical Structure

APEC is composed of three modules:
- Data: Isolate the data from the classic contract structure and make it into data contract(s) for data storage, and only reveal necessary read and write interface to the public.

- Logic: logical contracts only cover business logic, not business data.

- Router: The field data that the business logic needs to read and write, which can be queried from the routing table according to the data module and field name, and then accessed based on the positioning result.

**Routing Table**

Routing table is an independent contract, which contains a routing comparison table that stores the routing swap of logical contract and data contract addresses. The routing table can be updated along with the system upgrade.

After the deployment of the entire contract system, the address of each logical contract will be stored in the routing table. External requests can be granted and access to the routing table to obtain the address swapping of the logical contract and call its interface. Data contracts can perform business logic call or callback through inquiring the routing table and obtaining the logical contract address.

Every group of data has its own independent data contract, whose address will be stored in the routing table upon creation. Before accessing certain data, the logical contract will first obtain the data contract address from the routing table, and then read and write the data contract via the address.

**Upgradable Logic**

Logical contracts do not store assets nor business data. Hence, they do not involve asset security and data migration, and they are upgradable and pluggable. After testing and audit, the new version of the logical contract can be deployed on-chain.

Data in swap tables of the routing table contract will be updated when deploying new contracts. The address swapping direction for the logical contract will also be modified for other contracts and application front-end to inquire and call.

**Scalable Data**

As an upgradable application, its data structure is also required to be upgradable. However, due to data ownership and asset security requirements, data contracts cannot be upgraded. The method we adopt here is scalability. If new fields are required in a new business, the new fields will be stored in a brand new data contract. Meanwhile, the address and field name in this new data contract will be added into the routing table. Business logic can be read and written through the new field’s address obtained from the routing table.
The expansion of data contracts should be limited, as adding new data contracts without a limit will increase the complication of the whole system and hence adversely affect its operating efficiency. Data expansion mechanism only makes it possible to upgrade the data structure. However, overuse of this mechanism is not encouraged.

When designing and using the data structure, we need to follow the classic contract design principles and the best practice to come up with a sufficient and elastic data structure. In terms of data expansion, we need to exercise restraint to avoid the overuse data expansion mechanism.

### 2.1.4 Assets Protected

Following the upgradable logical contracts and scalable data contracts comes the issue of whether data ownership and asset security can be ensured.

It’s widely known that users’ assets are locked in contracts in traditional DeFi DApps. Smart contracts, especially those with open-source codes, guarantee that a third party is not able to touch the assets locked in contracts. Moreover, the non-tamperability of contracts make it impossible to change the codes once the contract is deployed.

**APEC adopts the method of the separation of duties to solve the asset security issue in an upgradable structure.**

Business contracts can be modified and upgraded, while data contracts cannot as in classic contracts. During initialization, each data set automatically generates an initial data contract. Once this contract is deployed on the chain, its code logic cannot be modified anymore.

- **The data contract will maintain a swapping table of user addresses and asset details internally.** This swapping table is inside the data contract and only provides two interfaces - inward and outward transactions, and other interface is not allowed to write or update this asset table.

- Inward transactions will be sent directly to data contract address and call the inward transaction interface. After the users’ assets are locked into the contract, **the user’s address and asset details will be recorded on the asset swapping table.** And the logical contract will be called, then the business logic will be processed and recorded.

- When making an outward transaction, the outward transaction interface on the data contract will be called directly and **the contract will verify whether the user’s address exists in the asset swapping table** and then call logical contract, calculate the transaction and finally make the transaction to the requested address.

- **For any address that does not exist in the asset swapping table, the outgoing transaction interface will not answer its request.** This ensures that any asset that is going out belongs to the original address it went into from the logic level, hence guarantees the ownership and security of assets. And even the operation team itself will not be able to tamper with or steal any locked asset.
It ensures users’ asset ownership and security through the strict ownership constraints of data contracts, making APEC’s security philosophy adhere to the consistent concept of smart contracts, which has already exceeded “don’t be evil” and realized “can’t be evil”.

2.2 Extended Component BEAMS

BEAMS refers to Blockchain Enquiring, Auditing and Messaging System.

2.2.1 The Limit of Blockchain

Blockchain is almost entirely isolated from the real world as it cannot send messages to off-chain proactively. If a smart contract encounters a problem in its logic or being attacked, the real world will not sense it passively. Hence, it requires continuous monitoring of the operation of the contract and strict audit of the data and assets in the contract. It also requires immediate alert when a problem is found to best ensure the security of the application.

For users, the experience of interacting with blockchain is naturally unfriendly. Asynchronous feedback caused by delays, frequent and large amounts of on-chain data reading and business model reconstruction, and the fragmentation between on-chain and off-chain messages have all led to slow and even chaotic interaction.

2.2.2 Design Concept

The issues mentioned above urge us to build a system that connects the on-chain and off-chain worlds, which can constantly monitor the operation of the contract, audit the data and assets, and accelerate the response speed of a product, making the response speed more stable, and the inevitably asynchronous feedback more smooth and fluent. All reminders and messages triggered by conditions can not only meet users’ financial needs but also give them better product experience when using DeFi applications.

BEAMS is an off-chain system that works closely with contracts. Its core concept contains the following three characteristics:

- Enquiring
- Auditing
- Messaging
2.2.3 BEAMS Structure Diagram

Fig 2 BEAMS Technical Structure Diagram

2.2.4 Technical Structure

BEAMS is composed of three modules: enquirer, auditor, and messenger.

BEAMS adopts a rotating mechanism that is based on on-chain events, to monitor contract state and data change. Basic data will be stored in the database and given to the front-end through the interface. Changes in contract data will be audited and abnormalities will be reported to the system administrators in real-time. Meanwhile, the changes of collateral value and the liquidation state will be continuously calculated, and various forms of notifications and warnings will be pushed to users when necessary.

Data Enquiry

All major transactions that involve asset changes will trigger customized on-chain events. The enquiring system constantly monitors for the emergence of new events and inquiries the corresponding data contracts of the event content. Data contracts provide the read-only interface that exposes data for the external, and the enquiring system reads the relevant data from the contract according to the data model’s requirements.

All the data read will be sorted and aggregated into the BEAMS data warehouse, and changes in the data will be recorded. As the core of the whole system, the data warehouse will provide
quasi-real-time data cache to the front-end through the back-end API interface, and provide the data required for calculation and triggering to the message module. The audit module will use this data to review and audit the state transformation and data changes.

Audit Risk Control

The audit risk control module will constantly monitor the state and data change in every contract. It will use an independent and parallel logic to conduct a secondary review of the asset changes, and notify the system administrators to take action in real-time once an abnormality occurs.

The audit risk control module will use different review methods such as total assets, dynamic logic, and status verification to conduct real-time audit of contract data from all directions to improve the accuracy of the audit. The audit module can rate and alert on abnormalities, and the risk control module will have the authority to interfere and manage the operation of the on-chain contract when it is evaluated as highly risky.

The audit risk control module is also in charge of statistical analysis. It will count and analyze system operation data including user order records, historical returns, asset change curves, real-time return indicators of the platform, and historical return curves. The audit risk control will also predict and control risks, and provide data reference for product operation direction.

Message Push

In order to improve the user experience of asynchronous feedback caused by blockchain's characteristics, the message push module will play an important role in all aspects of the use process. A blockchain that lacks infrastructure needs a message push system to coordinate, especially when it comes to reminder notifications and warning messages that may affect users' interests.

On one side of the page, the message push module will preferentially use the Websocket long connection mode, and establish a two-way real-time link with users through the front-end page. It will monitor the execution of the transaction on-chain in each link and push transaction results and on-chain state to users when a transaction is finished.

In terms of messages regarding asset liquidation, returns distribution, and withdrawal reminder, the message push module will conduct constant monitoring and analysis on the contract date and push reminders and warnings to users in various forms including emailing and text messaging in real-time when the action is trigger.
2.3 Financial Component

2.3.1 Three Principles of DeFi Financial Security

DeFi Security Philosophy can be concluded as **three principles of DeFi financial security of layer defense concept.**

- Protect the platform from attack and invasion
- Protect the assets once the platform is invaded
- Minimize the loss when the assets are no longer secure

The DeFi financial security system is a multi-layer and comprehensive system. Decentralization is the core and the foundation, but it is not the only and everything. A secure and reliable open finance application with good scalability, capacity to serve tens of millions of users in the future, and complete risk control ability, is impossible to build by merely relying on decentralized infrastructure.

2.3.2 GEL

**GEL refers to Global Emergency Lockdown.**

In the DeFi system, all smart contract interfaces that involve asset changes have a GEL switch. Once a problem occurs to the contract, the switch can be manually or automatically triggered and all incoming and outgoing transaction interfaces will be banned, to protect the assets locked in the contract.

2.3.3 CALM

**CALM refers to Cooperative Automatic Lockdown Mechanism.**

CALM is an off-chain risk control mechanism. It adopts finance-level risk control standards, utilizes an independent high availability master-slave cluster with a hot standby configuration, and runs 24/7. CALM checks the contract state once every 5 seconds and conducts strict bookkeeping and reconciliation for all financial assets in the contract. Once a potential asset risk is discovered, the GEL will be immediately and automatically triggered to stop all interfaces related to the involved assets, to minimize the asset loss. Meanwhile, it will notify administrators and the operation team to react quickly and introduce human intervention and investigation.

2.3.4 MAK

**MAK refers to Multisig Admin Keys.**

DeFi adopts the admin key mechanism, where the administrator can use the key to set various permissions, like contract router update permission, oracle price feed permission, global lock flag setting permission, etc. The administrator key can add, delete and update subordinate permissions. When the subordinate permission key is leaked, it can be replaced quickly.
In order to avoid the loss of the admin key, we have adopted a multi-signature mechanism. Currently we use 3-2 multi-signature, and with the volume increase of locked assets on the platform, we will gradually upgrade to 5-3 or even 7-5 mechanism.

Taking 3-2 multi-signature as an example, three admin keys are stored in the contract. When performing actions with the highest security level, such as replacing the admin key, at least two admin keys must be used to perform multi-signature at the same time, to make the action happen.

The multi-signature mechanism of the admin key guarantees that

- If an admin key is leaked, the attacker cannot use the key to complete high-level permissions. And the platform administrator can use the multi-signature mechanism to delete the leaked key and make it invalid.
- If an admin key is lost, the remaining admin keys can be used to add a new admin key and delete the lost one.
- The admin key multi-signature mechanism makes every high-level authority operation depend on collective decision-making and execution, which has effectively prevented internal control risks and further protected assets.

3. ForTube Products

ForTube is a decentralized cryptocurrency lending protocol. Through the automatic procedures (smart contract) deployed on the blockchain system, investors can quickly obtain capital gains without friction, and borrowers can quickly and easily obtain financial support after providing appropriate collateral.

3.1 Design Framework

ForTube supports users to deposit their idle digital assets into smart contracts to earn interest income and obtain loan limit. Users can lend other digital assets within the loan limit. Users no longer need to pay attention to the duration and can withdraw or repay anytime, regardless of whether it is a deposit or a loan.

When the borrower's outstanding loan exceeds the limited ratio of its collateral, the system will seize the user's assets and start the liquidation process. Now, arbitrageurs are allowed to call the liquidation contract and replace the seized assets at a certain discount. Since various digital assets differ in market size, liquidity, price stability, etc., their collateral rates, liquidation discounts, etc. will not be the same.

Several core concepts of ForTube:
**Deposit Tokens:** Users transfer the crypto-assets supported by the platform to the smart contract through the deposit function to obtain deposit interests.

**Maximum LTV (loan-to-value ratio):** The maximum Loan-to-Value ratio represents the maximum borrowing capacity of particular collateral. For example, if the maximum LTV of a token is 75%, it means a deposit worth $100 allows the user to borrow at most $75 using it as collateral.

**Borrow Tokens:** when borrow function is used, the platform will consider the volatility of the assets deposited as collateral as well as the volatility of the borrowed assets. Therefore, the "available borrowing" of an asset will be affected by the maximum borrowing / deposit ratio of the two assets. Interests will be generated after borrowing.

**Liquidation threshold:** indicates the threshold ratio of the collateral to be liquidated. For the same collateral, the liquidation threshold is greater than the maximum LTV.

**Health index:** a value used to reflect the health of a user’s debt. The higher the value, the lower the possibility of being liquidated and the higher the security status of the collateral. When the health index of the user account is less than 1, the liquidation mechanism will be triggered.

### 3.2 Interest Rate Module

ForTube adopts an algorithm-driven interest rate model where the interest rate is automatically adjusted according to changes in the relationship between supply and demand, so as to adjust factors such as the total size of loans and the amount of fund supply.

To quantify the fund lending amount, we introduce the parameter \( x \), which represents the fund lending proportion (i.e. utilization rate) of asset \( a \), and its formula is:

\[
x = \frac{\text{Total amount of lent asset } a}{\text{Remaining amount of lendable asset } a + \text{Total amount of lent asset } a}
\]

Let the borrowing interest rate be \( y \), and the relationship between \( y \) and \( x \) can be demonstrated as follows:

\[
y = \text{Minimum borrowing rate} + \text{slope} \times \text{Utilization rate}
\]

Accordingly, the formula for SIR (Savings Interest Rate) is:

\[
SIR_a = x \times y \times (1 - s)
\]

- \( x \) = The lending proportion of asset \( a \)
- \( y \) = The lending interest rate for asset \( a \)
- \( s \) = Adjustment ratio (\( 0 \leq s < 1 \), normally 0.2)
3.3 Interest Rate Calculation

The annual deposit interest rate and the annual borrowing interest rate will be converted into interest rates per second, while adopting the continuous compounding formula. Assuming that $R$ is the annual borrowing interest rate, the formula for the interest rate per second $r$ is:

$$ r = \frac{R}{365 \times 24 \times 60 \times 60} $$

Therefore, the interest rate at time “$t$” is:

$$ r_t = r_{t-1} \times e^{\Delta t} $$

$\Delta t$ refers to the time interval from time $t-1$ to $t$.

Assuming that a user borrows “$BA$” amount of asset at time “$t0$”, and pays the debt at time “$t1$”, the amount that this user should pay, including the principal and interests, is

$$ BA \times \frac{r_{t1}}{r_{t0}} $$

Deposit interest rate and interest calculation formulas are similar.

3.4 Loan limit

Considering the volatility of users' collateral assets and borrowed assets, ForTube uses the maximum loan-to-value ratio (LTV) of each asset to define the degree of such volatility. Therefore, the user's loan limit will be both affected by the LTV of the two assets, as well as the borrowed limit. The calculation formula of the user's borrowing limit for asset $a$ is:

$$ V_{loanable A} = \left(\sum V_{asset i} \times LTV_{asset i}\right) - Debt \times LTV_{loan A} $$

The calculation formula of the debt is:

$$ Debt = \sum V_{loan j} \div LTV_{loan j} $$

3.5 Health Index

Different from general lending platforms, ForTube supports various assets as collateral to borrow other assets, so a simple collateral rate and liquidation threshold of a single asset are no longer applicable. Therefore, ForTube introduces the concept of health index. The health index is a value used to reflect the health of the user's debt. The higher the value, the lower the possibility of liquidation and the higher the security status of the user's funds. The health index $H$ is defined as follows:

$$ H = \frac{\sum(V_{asset i} \times LTV_{asset i} \times Threshold_{asset i})}{\sum(V_{loan j} \div Threshold_{loan j})} $$
When $H > 2$, it indicates that the user's debt is relatively safe;  
When $1 \leq h < 2$, it indicates that the user's debt is in an early warning state, and the user should increase the collateral asset or repay part of the debt;  
When $h < 1$, the user's assets are in the liquidation status.

### 3.6 Asset sections

Currently, ForTube includes Ethereum asset section, BNB asset section and Polygon/Arbitrum/IoTeX/OKC asset section. The Ethereum Asset section not only supports mainstream assets such as ETH, HBTC, WBTC, USDT, USDC, DAI, but also popular DeFi assets such as YFI, UNI, and LINK. The BNB Asset section also supports traditional classic assets such as LTC, EOS, and BCH, and innovative assets such as YFI, YFII, DOT, and FIL. In the future, ForTube will open a mainstream asset section (only supports BTC, ETH, USDT, USDC and other assets) to serve users with high requirements for risk avoidance and isolation.
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Fig 3 ForTube Value Flow

### 4. Public Chains Ecosystem Construction

Currently, ForTube has deployed services on six main networks (ETH/BNB/Polygon/Arbitrum/IoTeX/OKC), and its market scale ranks among the top of the global lending platforms.

#### 4.1 Ethereum 2.0

ETH 2.0 is the new generation of Ethereum. As a brand new project, it adopts a completely different idea on blockchain structure. The aims of ETH 2.0 is to improve the scalability, security, and programmability of Ethereum. Without having to downgrade its decentralization, ETH 2.0 can process tens of thousands of transactions per second, demonstrating a great contrast with a throughput of 15 TPS for ETH 1.0.

ForTube will take full advantage of the great technical advantages of ETH 2.0, and smoothly migrate the application to the latest stable version as the mainchain update. ForTube will also closely follow the upgrade of Ethereum, and lead the developing trend of the business module.
and technical upgrade on DeFi finance platforms. Moreover, thanks to the PoS characteristics of ETH 2.0, locked ETH in smart contracts such as Bank will generate staking rewards. In the future, smart contracts like Bank can have functions similar to a staking pool, while continuing its original financial services. This will maximize the use of users’ ETH assets and create more values.

4.2 Binance Smart Chain (BNB Chain)

In 2020, the development team of Binance Chain launched the function expansion solution through a parallel chain - the Binance Smart Chain. While preserving Binance DEX’s high performance, it is friendly to developers. ForTube will continue to contribute to the Binance smart chain ecosystem and become an important cross-chain DeFi financial platform.

4.3 Polkadot

Polkadot is a platform that allows different blockchains to transmit messages, data, and value in a trustless way, while sharing their unique features and security at the same time. In simple terms, Polkadot is a scalable heterogeneous multi-chain technology. As a leader in independent cross-chain technology, Polkadot’s concepts of relay chain, parallel chain, and bridge may become the standard for cross-chain technology. Through the Polkadot cross-chain system, mainstream chains will conduct good token value swap and business coordination. With the improvement and launch of the Polkadot system, ForTube will expand Polka ecosystem to ensure its leadership in the cross-chain financial application industry.

4.4 Other Chains

As DeFi is recognized by the crypto world, all major public chains have announced their own DeFi ecosystem development plans. ForTube will cooperate with more public chains in the future to support their DeFi ecosystem development and meet the different requirements from users of ForTube platform.

5. ForTube’s Governance Token

FOR is ForTube’s governance token which means users can participate in ForTube’s governance through FOR tokens. The ForTube team will pursue the complete decentralization of ForTube governance and hopes to build ForTube into an excellent DeFi infrastructure through the efforts of all FOR holders.

5.1 FOR Token Distribution Plan

The total supply of FOR tokens is 1 billion and there will be additional issuance. Under the guidance of the Force Protocol team, 85% of the tokens will be used for community construction and donation programs. The community ecosystem construction, the Force Protocol Foundation, and strategic investors and community donation take up 30%, 25%, and 30% respectively. The remaining 15% will be saved to reward the Force Protocol founder team and ForTube development team for their contribution, and incentivize new team members. The tokens for the team will be locked for 3 years, then the contract will release 30% of the tokens 12 months after the initial public trading, a further 30% after 24 months, and 40% after 36 months. The distribution of FOR is shown in the figure below.
5.2 Community Ecosystem Construction

Community ecosystem construction includes, but is not limited to ForTube ecosystem governance and incentives, developer community construction, business and industrial cooperation, marketing promotion, academic research, education investment, laws and regulations, etc.

5.3 Foundation

The Force Protocol is registered as a non-profit foundation in Singapore. The foundation's main tasks are the construction and operation of the Force ecosystem, the making of development strategy directions, the issuance and management of FOR tokens, and transparent management of the funds obtained by token donation.

5.4 Donation for Strategic Investors and Community

According to project launch and operation needs, we will reserve 30% of the tokens to return to strategic investors and community members. The cornerstone investment is completed by the self-raised funds from the project founders. Due to the confidence and to motivate themselves, the team decided that the FOR tokens corresponding to the cornerstone investment stay unlocked forever.

6. FDAO System

ForTube took “decentralization” as one of its most important goals. ForTube platform fixes the articles of association, management specifications, decision-making system, and organizational structure in traditional financial companies in the form of codes and established a collection of shared rules. At the same time, a Bonding curve model is adopted to connect all stakeholders in the way of FDAO architecture.

The $FDAO token (only available on Ethereum) is issued on the basis of the Bonding Curve and serves as the value certificate and proof of privileges for the ForTube platform. The Bonding curve is a functional curve describing the relationship between “buying and selling
price” and “total issuance”. Its essence is a mechanism of decentralized communication, collaboration, and resource allocation constructed by algorithms.

The exchange between $FDAO and $FOR is based on the Bonding curve. The function calculates the average price of $FOR to buy $FDAO. The function adopted by FDAO is:

\[ y = A \cdot x + B \]

**Fig 5** FDAO Bonding Curve

- **y**: $FDAO token price; **x**: $FDAO token supply; **A**: Slope; **B**: Intercept.

$FDAO token holders can vote through proposals and exercise governance rights including changes, improvements, and decision-making to the core elements of the system, including risk control factors, underlying assets, and interest rate models.

Users can exchange $FDAO to $FOR at any time.
The income of the lending pool mainly comes from the handling fee of lending (currently 20% of the borrowing interest), and the possible subsequent flash loan handling fee, etc. The distribution of income is mainly divided into four parts:

a) 60% of all lending pool income will be distributed to each $fDAO token holder to incentivize them to participate in governance and cover risks.

b) 20% of all lending pool income will be distributed to the system reserve, which is the ultimate measure for the platform to cover risks. In order to improve the platform’s safety mat, the ForTube Foundation donated 100 million $FOR as a risk deposit.

c) 10% of all lending pool income will be distributed to the R&D for system gas fees, security audit fees and other expenses.

d) 10% of all lending pool income will be distributed to the marketing team to incentivize platform users to use and promote ForTube products.

ForTube will disclose the expense-related addresses to the community and also accept donations from the community.

In conclusion, users are entitled to make business decisions and share the revenues of the ForTube platform through the $FDAO token. Furthermore, compared with traditional financial organizations, the FDAO governance structure redefines the profit distribution model among the ForTube platform, users, investors, and other stakeholders.

7. Research and Development Roadmap

March 2020, launched crypto bond DApp — ForTube Bond;

June 2020, integrated lending and bond into ForTube and formed a one-stop DeFi platform;

September 2020, launched ForTube V2.0 on both Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain (BNB Chain);

March 2021, ForTube V3 launched and support flash loan and Layer2.

2022.Q1 Improve the DAO structure and its infrastructure, including voting system, decentralized community channel: Discord and etc.

2022.Q2 Launch ForTube version 4, optimize the interest rate model and pledge rate, and integrate more fixed-rate products.

2022.Q3 Launch ForTube version 5, improve the usability in combination with Web 3.0, and connect NFT and social attributes to DeFi.

2022.Q4 Improve the cross-chain function of the governance token, optimize the value integration and circulation of products in different versions, optimize Layer-2 services and gas fees, and further enhance the DAO governance model.
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